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Reaching Home Steering Committee 
Quarterly Workgroup Updates  

October 2018 
 
Affordable and Supportive Housing Workgroup 
The Affordable Housing Workgroup continues to meet in small groups in order to focus on 

the following projects and initiatives: 

LIHTC/CHAMP Unit Master List 

• The master list compiling all supportive housing units funded with LIHTC and 

CHAMP, and which includes older 811 projects and locally funded HOME projects 

was disseminated to CAN Leadership for review and comment, it has now been 

finalized and is available as a resource for the CANs. 

• Research on Best Practices for Landlord Engagement is on-going: 

compiling data and information on engagement programs in Washington D.C, 

Atlanta and Houston among others is underway.  

Statewide Referral Process/Engagement Work include:  

• Convening owners, property managers and CAN leaders to discuss the process for 
both buy in and accountability. 

• Working with local PHA’s, CAN’s and municipalities to develop a process for 
tracking current and future inventory, as well as building relationships between the 
CANs, PHAs and municipalities that encourage sharing information about available 
units.         

• Investigating how the state can support the referral process -- should there be one 
point of contact on the state level.  

 
For more information, please contact Florence Villano at Florence@ct-housing.org or 
Christi Staples at Christi.Staples@csh.org.  

Retooling the Crisis Response System Workgroup 
The Re-tooling Workgroup (WG) has shifted its focus to one of the next goals of Opening 
Doors-CT: ending family homelessness by the end of 2020.  The Retooling WG continues to 
focus on the implementation of the crisis-response system elements of the Families with 
Children Workgroup strategic work plan. We are tracking progress against the Reaching 
Home Connecticut definition for ending family homelessness with an online, interactive 
dashboard available at the CCEH website.  

mailto:Florence@ct-housing.org
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Since the September 20th Kick Off of the Governor’s Challenge on Family Homelessness, the 
WG has been focused on identifying best practices and strategies for moving families into 
permanent housing as quickly as possible. During the Kick-Off, the CAN Teams, which 
consist of Shelter, Rapid Rehousing, Permanent Housing, and CAN Staff, set the audacious 
goal of housing 360 Families within 77 Days. To date, there have been 52 families housed, 
consisting of 91 adults and 101 children.  That’s 192 people, previously without a housing 
that now have a home. Some of the key barriers identified throughout the course of the 
Challenge include: access to childcare, landlord engagement, and housing affordability. We 
are tracking the progress of the Governor’s Challenge on Family Homelessness with the 
Family Challenge interactive dashboard.  

One of the key goals of our Reaching Home definition for ending family homelessness is 
that no family will be unsheltered. The WG has focused on implementing a new protocol 
that will help to ensure every literally homeless family has access to shelter and that each 
CAN is able to accommodate these families. One of the main components of the protocol has 
been accomplished through working with 211 to standardize the homelessness response 
system and identify families in urgent need of shelter. Additionally, the workgroup remains 
focused on reaching the goal of diverting 75% of all families from shelter. In September 
2018, providers diverted 67% of families seeking assistance from the homeless system 
(compared to 46% in the same timeframe one year ago).  

 
For more information on the Re-Tooling the Crisis Response System Workgroup, contact 

Sarah Fox at sfox@cceh.org.  

 
Integrating Healthcare and Housing Stability 
The Integrating Health and Housing Stability (HHS) workgroup is looking at national trends 
around partnerships, and investments and policy change to address the intersection of 
health and housing. Members include large healthcare systems, FQHC’s, the ASO’s 
(Administrative Services Only) and leaders involved in CT’s healthcare reform efforts as 
well as a full array of community providers. With the introduction of new partners, we   
have been hosting presentations from organizations that are focused on and seeking 
data/information around health and housing. Some of the presentations we have seen thus 
far are from the Green and Healthy Homes initiative, updates to the State Innovation Model, 
and eventually we will hear from our partners working on Healthcare for the Homeless. 
The presentations are a first step towards determining how we can best partner together 
to utilize funding and resources in an impactful and methodological way. 
 
The Community Care Team’s (CCT) (a sub-group of the HHS WG), brings healthcare, housing 
and behavioral health providers together on a regular basis to better serve and find 
solutions for chronic, high-need individuals who are also frequent visitors of Emergency 
Departments (ED). We know that well over 40- 45% of those individuals frequenting the 
ED’s are experiencing homelessness. There are currently 16 CCT’s in the state. The last 
meeting of the CCT’s, was held on September 10th. The focus of the meeting was centered 
around developing a singular data extract tool that all CCT’s can use to collect and 
centralize the data as it relates to the intersection of health and housing.  The CCTs have 
agreed to this plan, and the details of how that will be implemented are in the works. We 

http://cceh.org/data/interactive/familychallenge/
mailto:sfox@cceh.org
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are hoping to establish a dedicated resource towards de-identifying data to begin to build 
our knowledge around the intersections of health and housing as it relates to the work of 
the CCTs. The Urban Institute is a willing partner in this process but can only begin this 
partnership after a mechanism for collecting data has been developed. 
 
The Opioid Task Force is a “time-limited” group that is looking to reconvene in the following 
months.  The group is interested in working on recommendations for the state as it relates 
to the opioid epidemic and how it relates to housing.  We will be meeting with the Dept. of 
Mental Health and Addiction Services (DMHAS) and Dept. Of Housing (DOH) as it relates to 
the new Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration SAMSHA funding that 
has been recently announced. 
 
The Health & Housing Stability WG will continue to look at Medicaid reform efforts, Medical 
Respite, opioid crisis response models, and the role the Federally Qualified Health Centers 
(FQHC’s) play as it relates to healthcare for the homeless. The workgroup will build a 
workplan with measurable objectives and deliverables. 
 
Additionally, Criminal Justice Taskforce (Adult) - working with DOC, CSSD, DMHAS, DOH, 
Judicial, City of Hartford, community housing, hospitals, Behavioral Health providers and 
CAN’s are exploring system change efforts - as it relates to those who are on parole or 
probation and have significant housing needs and are/have been criminal justice involved.  
At present, this taskforce is working to develop protocols and potential trainings focused 
on discharge planning best practices. PSC and CCEH have had meetings with Community 
Partners in Action who just received a three-year $450,000 grant from the Hartford 
Foundation, working with the City of Hartford, to establish a one-stop Reentry Welcome 
Center from those leaving prison and entering Hartford. The City of Hartford’s Town Hall 
opened its doors to the Reentry population, connecting individuals returning to Hartford 
from prison with services, resources and community supports. The goal will be to look at 
the numbers, assess housing capacity/solutions for this growing and emerging population. 
 
Co-chairs Terry Nowakowski and Mimi Haley have been invited on to the Commission of 
Equity & Opportunity (CEO), Criminal Justice Re-Entry Taskforce convened by the 
Governor, which will make recommendations to the Legislature, by January of 2019 on best 
re-entry practices for those involved in the Criminal Justice system - as it relates to housing. 
 
For more information about: 
Health and Housing Stability Workgroup, contact Terry Nowakowski at 
terry@pschousing.org  or Christi Staples at Christi.Staples@csh.org. 
Community Care Teams, contact Terry Nowakowski at terry@pschousing.org or Terri 
DiPietro at terri.dipietro@midhosp.org 
Criminal Justice Taskforce, contact Terry Nowakowski at terry@pschousing.org  or Mimi 
Haley, MHaley@cceh.org 

Ending Homelessness Among Veterans 
In an effort to ensure that Functional Zero status is sustained, the Reaching Home Veterans 
Homelessness Workgroup continues to meet on a monthly basis. These meetings allow the 
opportunity for community providers, governmental agencies, and VA staff to evaluate the 

mailto:terry@pschousing.org
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utilization and performance of the various housing interventions available throughout the 
state, while ensuring our homeless response system is streamlined and effectively meeting 
the needs of our Veterans. Over the past quarter, workgroup members continued to work 
with CCEH, DOH, and Nutmeg to design a comprehensive, yet easy to understand data 
reports. This has proven to be a challenging and time-consuming process, however, vital to 
our efforts in maintaining functional zero status. We anticipate having a final product 
disseminated to all stakeholders within the next 60 days.   
 
 
For more information on the Veterans Homelessness Workgroup, contact Christopher 
McCluskey at mccluskeyc@crtct.org or Maureen Pasko Maureen.Pasko@va.gov.  
 
Meeting the Needs of Unaccompanied Homeless Youth 
Excitement is building around several projects underway.   
 
The Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program (YHDP) projects have all been approved 
by HUD and will launch next month. Eligible projects include crisis housing for young 
adults, youth navigators, rapid rehousing and a fund administrator to manage rapid exit 
funding.  Housing Innovations along with CT Coalition to End Homelessness (CCEH) will be 
providing training to prepare for the coming projects.  We can’t wait for these resources to 
hit the ground!   
 
We are also excited about the work of the Youth Collaboration subgroup of the 
Youth/Young Adult Homelessness Workgroup.  The goal of this subgroup is to support 
authentic youth partnership across the youth campaign.  Part of this work includes 
providing TA and needed support to the regional YETI’s.  The “Youth Collab” subgroup 
recently surveyed the YETI’s to better understand their needs and interests and will use 
this information to target their support going forward.   
 
We are set to embark on 100 Day Campaigns to end youth homelessness across the state.  
The 100 Day Campaigns will officially launch in Mid-March with convenings in early 
February to prepare.  CAN/YETI’s have recently received an invitation to assess their 
readiness to participate.  Rapid Results Institute is looking forward to working with us to 
launch more successful 100 Day Challenges.  For more info about youth homelessness 100 
Day Challenges across the country: https://www.rapidresults.org/youth-homelessness/       
 
 
For additional information on our work, please read the Coordinated Community Plan to 
end youth homelessness: 
http://www.pschousing.org/files/Opening_Doors_For_Youth_Plan_2.0.pdf  
 
For more information about:   
Youth and Young Adult Homelessness Workgroup, Stacey Violante Cote, sviolante@cca-
ct.org  
Youth Homelessness Demonstration Project, Katie Durand, Kathleen.durand@ct.gov  
Youth Collaboration Subgroup, Heather Mosher, heather.mosher@icrweb.org  
 
Families with Children Workgroup 

mailto:mccluskeyc@crtct.org
mailto:Maureen.Pasko@va.gov
https://www.rapidresults.org/youth-homelessness/
http://www.pschousing.org/files/Opening_Doors_For_Youth_Plan_2.0.pdf
mailto:sviolante@cca-ct.org
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The longer-term goal of the Families with Children Workgroup (FWC) is to work towards 
ending family homelessness by the end of 2020.  This quarter, Governor Malloy issued a 
challenge on family homelessness.  The goal is to house as many families as possible 
through November and make systemic and structural changes that are needed to meet the 
long-term goal of ending family homelessness by the end of 2020.  In light of this challenge, 
the FWC workgroup structure was updated to create space for the workgroup to serve as 
the leadership on systemic issues for the Governor’s challenge and for planning and 
executing major strategies as they relate to the Child Welfare, Behavioral Health, Education 
& Employment, Early Childhood, and Social Service systems. The Corporation for 
Supportive Housing’s New England Director Christi Staples joined the group to provide 
leadership, technical assistance, and facilitation for continuing to move the work forward 
and strengthen its effort. CSH is a national leader in supportive housing focused on 
improving lives and building healthy communities.  
 
The FWC workgroup membership is being expanded to include additional Executive 
Directors of provider agencies. Leaders with subject specific expertise are being identified 
for each of the task groups. These task groups will include members of the FWC workgroup 
and other stakeholders and providers.  The focus areas are consistent with the FWC work 
plan goals and strategies and a natural extension of the next phase of the work.   
 
Also, we passed the one-year anniversary of Storm Maria during this time period. The 
Disaster Case Management Collaborative has been working with the housing/homeless 
system to ensure that Storm Maria evacuees in CT FEMA sponsored hotels (TSA) received 
assistance in resettling in CT or returning to Puerto Rico. All 220 TSA households, in 
Connecticut have either been transitioned from TSA hotels to housing, returned to Puerto 
Rico or transitioned to the housing/homeless system.  The Governor and the legislature set 
aside funding in the FY19 state budget to help and this combined with private donations 
from local foundations and united ways is helping to reduce the number of households that 
need to access the housing/homeless system. Funding is available for Storm Maria 
evacuees who are experiencing a housing crisis, it is anticipated that families that have 
been doubled up or tripled up temporarily may seek this assistance in the coming months. 
 
For more information on the Families with Children Workgroup, contact Tanya Barrett at 
tanya.barrett@ctunitedway.org or Kim Somaroo-Rodriguez at s.kim.somaroo@ct.gov. 
 
Coordinated Access Network (CAN) Leadership Workgroup  
The Workgroup has continued monitoring data on chronic, families, and youth, and has 
most recently reviewed the new CAN Dashboards found at www.ctcandata.org . An ad hoc 
subcommittee has been working on the Coordinated Entry federal requirements, updating 
statewide CAN policies, and developing a provider and client performance evaluation to 
evaluate the CAN system. The Progressive Engagement group, an ad hoc subcommittee of 
CAN Leadership, has continued meeting to discuss and plan for how to roll this out across 
the state.    
 
The Workgroup agreed to a legislative recommendation for adding the CAN infrastructure 
funding (including the 211 unit) in DOH Housing and Homelessness line item in the state 

mailto:tanya.barrett@ctunitedway.org
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budget for ~ $1.5 million.  The Workgroup also agreed to a legislative recommendation to 
request $2 million additional dollars in Rapid Rehousing. 
 
The Workgroup identified that the average length of time clients are on the By-Name List 
(BNL) is likely longer than the average length of time people experience homelessness 
because CAN’s keep clients on the BNL for 90 days when they do not know where someone 
has gone when they leave shelter.  After no activity for 90 days, they are inactivated.  CAN’s 
agreed to begin backdating the clients who have had no activity for 90 days to the last day 
they were in shelter or to the last day they were identified as sleeping outside by a 
homeless outreach worker.   
 
The Workgroup also reached consensus on a diversion template that would be used across 
the state and uploaded into CT-HMIS so that it is clear what happened at the diversion 
appointment, and so that shelters can continue the work of helping people self-resolve if 
possible. 
 
The Workgroup has reviewed a policy on documentation verification of unsheltered 
homelessness and will be seeking more input from BoS CoC on it. The Workgroup has 
discussed and agreed on a shelter overflow policy for homeless families to better 
accommodate them and try to ensure that no literally homeless family is turned away from 
shelter. The Workgroup has continued to monitor updates on a variety of funding sources 
including CIA, HOME, CHFA, Bond funds, local and state ESG, Youth Demo, CoC 
Reallocation/Bonus approach, SAMSHA, CDBG small cities and DOH shelter funding.   
 
 
For more information on the CAN Leadership Workgroup, contact Cathy Zall at 
czall@snet.net, Matthew Morgan matt.morgan@journeyhomect.org, or David Rich at 
david@shworks.org. 
 

Federal Funding Workgroup 
The state’s two CoCs (HUD Continuums of Care) have decided to integrate with the 
Reaching Home Campaign becoming the new Federal Funding Workgroup. The group has 
met five times so far. Membership of the Federal Funding Workgroup consists of 
representatives and staff from both Continuums of Care (CoC), The Department of Mental 
Health and Addiction Services and the Campaign. The workgroup is chaired by Carla 
Mikklos (Operation Hope-ODFC) and Steve Dillela (CT Department of Housing-CT BOS) 
 
Major focus areas include: policy issues surfacing in the CoCs; USICH definitions and 
Fairfield County’s work to meet them; sharing best practices; lessons/reflections from 
scoring; best use/targeting of all federal funding resource; separating services from 
subsidies; youth resources for FFC given YHDP; strategizing re: what we don’t know from 
HUD; NOFA conversations; subgroup report outs (i.e. Rapid Rehousing); communications 
back and forth, internally and publicly; HMIS charter and ongoing opportunities for 
collaboration, coordination and potential future merger.  This workgroup has also begun to 
analyze other federal resources such as Mainstream and Family Reunification Vouchers as 
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well as tackle regulatory issues such as how to analyze HUD administrative fees and 
decoupling services from housing.  
 
For more information on the CAN Leadership Workgroup, contact Steve DiLella at 
Steve.DiLella@ct.gov, Carla Miklos cmiklos@operationhopect.org.  

 

mailto:cmiklos@operationhopect.org

